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Intelligent Vending Ltd

B5m, Elite & B2 Multi-6
Washroom Vending Machines



MECHANICAL: “TWIST 2 VEND”

B5M2: DUAL COLUMN MACHINE

Quick, easy and cost effective.
Our selection of mechanical vending machines are extremely good quality; offering high reliabil-
ity and requiring minimal maintenance.

B5M: SINGLE COLUMN MACHINE
A high quality steel mechanical vending machine (twist action - no batteries required) which supports a range 
of currency and price setups (pre-calibration required). This is a popular machine, often praised for its high 
reliability.

This machine vends a maximum of 1 product type. Available in White (Steel).

Machine Dimensions
W 212mm H 660mm D 110mm

Maximum Product Size (Boxed) 
W 64mm H 90mm D 25mm

Vend Price Options
Free vend, 1 x 20p, 2 x 20p
1 x £1, 2 x £1, 3 x £1, 4 x £1
1 x €1, 2 x €1, 3 x €1, 4 x €1
Different currency? Please call..

The B5m2 is a dual column version of the B5m (above) - allowing for an additional product selection.

This machine vends a maximum of 2 product types. Available in White.

Machine Dimensions
W 430mm H 660mm D 110mm

Maximum Product Size (Boxed)
W 64mm H 90mm D 25mm

Vend Price Options
Free vend, 1 x 20p, 2 x 20p
1 x £1, 2 x £1, 3 x £1, 4 x £1
1 x €1, 2 x €1, 3 x €1, 4 x €1
Different currency? Please call..

We set your machines up to vend at your desired size and price; this means they are ready to go, straight 

out of the box.
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Features
Robust steel construction
Hinged front cover
Coin reject facility
Excellent tamper resistance
Simple 'push-to-lock' mechanism
Soft rounded edges
Slim-line, discreet & easy to install

Features
Dual product selection
Robust steel construction
Hinged front cover
Coin reject facility
Excellent tamper resistance
Simple 'push-to-lock' mechanism
Soft rounded edges
Slim-line, discreet & easy to install



BATTERY OPERATED
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Our superior quality battery operated mid-range machines offer a high degree of flexibility - with 
each column including an additional pack size adjustment plate. This is ideal for situations where 
the operator may wish to change products in the future. 

ELITE1: SINGLE COLUMN MACHINE
The Elite1 is our entry level battery operated machine. Although similar in appearance to the B5m mechanical, 
there are a number of key feature differences. Maximum product size and capacity have been increased, plus 
the addition of another lock further improves security.

This machine vends a maximum of 1 product type. Available in White (Steel) and Stainless Steel.

Machine Dimensions
W 265mm H 810mm D 145mm

Vend Price Options
Elite machines use a coin track which can be set up to accept multiples of one denomination of coin or token 
(maximum 5 or 6 - depending on coin size). The vend price can also be adjusted by the operator at a later date 
if required (using the same denomination of coin - i.e. 1 x £1 coin, 2 x £1 coin, 3 x £1 coin, etc). This is a simple 
process, requiring as little as 4-5 minutes per machine.

Free-vend, 20p and 40p coin mechanisms are also available as standard.

The Elite1 can be modified to accept other currencies if required; there is a small development charge per 
machine for this. Please call for more information.

Features
Adjustable columns for pack size flexibility
Hinged front cover with two locks for increased security
Various single denomination coin mechanisms available (up to 5 coins)
Available in powder coated steel or stainless steel
Unique micro-switch system provides outstanding battery life
Slim-line, discreet & easy to install
Coin reject facility
Excellent tamper resistance
Soft rounded edges

Maximum Product Size (Boxed) 
W 76mm H 132mm D 30mm



SIMPLE BATTERY OPERATED

ELITE2 XL: DUAL COLUMN MACHINE

ELITE2: DUAL COLUMN MACHINE
Built to the same high specification as the 
Elite1 and boasting an extra column to 
support an additional product. 

This machine vends a maximum of 2 product types.

Available in White (Steel) and Stainless Steel.

Machine Dimensions
W 400mm H 810mm D 145mm

Maximum Product Size (Boxed)
W 76mm H 132mm D 30mm
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Vend Price Options
Elite machines use a coin track which can be set up to accept multiples of one denomination of coin or token 
(maximum 5 or 6 - depending on coin size). The vend price can also be adjusted by the operator at a later date 
if required (using the same denomination of coin - i.e. 1 x £1 coin, 2 x £1 coin, 3 x £1 coin, etc). This is a simple 
process, requiring as little as 4-5 minutes per machine.

Free-vend, 20p and 40p coin mechanisms are also available as standard.

The Elite2 can be modified to accept other currencies if required; there is a small development charge per 
machine for this. Please call for more information.

The Elite2 XL has been adapted to cater for increased pack sizes. Often used to 
vend nappy packs and large novelty items that would otherwise be too big for 
either of the standard Elite machines. 

Available in White (Steel) only.

Machine Dimensions
W 400mm H 810mm D 145mm

Maximum Product Size (Boxed) 
W 76mm H 132mm D 42mm



MULTI-VEND BATTERY OPERATED
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Ideal for demanding locations or when product flexibility is paramount. These reliable, robust 
high end units are perfect for busy public sites.  

B2 MULTI-6: 2-6 COLUMN MACHINE
The B2 Multi-6 is an outstanding vending machine. Designed for busy sales environments, the B2 Multi-6 has 
a very high capacity which exceeds the capabilities of many other similar specification machines. This fully 
electronic machine is capable of vending up to six different products, via six individual vending columns. 
Additionally, the columns can be removed to allow the machine to vend larger products.

Vending columns for this machine come in four standard sizes. These can be tailored to suit the majority of 
sanitary products, condom packs, etc. Bespoke columns for irregular sized products are also available to order.

Columns are mounted vertically to maximise product capacity.

This machine vends a maximum of 6 product types.

Machine Dimensions
W 560mm H 720mm D 210mm

Vend Price Options
For increased vend price flexibility, the B2-Multi 6 incorporates a
coin-validator; this allows the machine to accept a range of
denominations - which can be changed in a matter of seconds!

Sterling and Euro currency set up available as standard
(£2, £1, 50p, 20p, 10p and €2, €1, 50c, 20c, 10c)
Different currency? Please call..

This machine does not have a change giving facility. 

Features
Configurable columns support up to 6 products
Fully electronic battery operated unit
Vertical columns for maximum product capacity
Double locking steel cased unit in bright silver
Easy to set pricing
Accepts Euro or Sterling currency as standard
Internal locking cash box
Hinged front cover for easy servicing
Two push locks for added security
Stock indicator lights
Easy interchangeable product columns

Please call for info regarding pack depth.

Four standard sized product columns available to 
suit most pack sizes
Bespoke product columns available on request
Coin reject facility
Wake-up circuit to prolong battery life
No mains power required

Standard Column Max. Pack Sizes (W x H)
1. Typical use: Condoms.  65 mm x 75 mm
2. Typical use: Femcare.    90 mm x 70 mm
3. Typical use: Towels.     116 mm x 78 mm
4. Typical use: Tampons. 132 mm x 54 mm

Maximum Product Size (Boxed) 
Please call..
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